
This interview with Robert Ginsburg was conducted by Dr. Natalie Tobert  

 

We are familiar with the discourse on experiments of French physicist Alain Aspect, 
who revealed in 1982, that under certain circumstances subatomic particles like 
electrons were able to instantaneously communicate with each other regardless of 
distance between them; and David Bohm’s claims, that our apparently solid universe 
is just a hologram. The holographic principle states that full information about space 
and time, is contained in any point in space, that a holographic image is an energetic 
structure, which occurs simultaneously with its original object (Brusso 2000). 

At the annual Science and Medical Network meeting I met Robert Ginsburg, 
a healer who uses holographic techniques. I’d heard his presentation about the 
technique he was using, and I wondered if he could explain a little bit more about 
the mechanism of healing. I wanted to know how he would explain remote or non 
local healing. How did he diagnose his patients, and what mechanism did he use for 
his treatment? What were the implications for this technique in a health care setting? 
  
Robert Ginsburg does distance work.  He brings a holographic image of person in 
front of himself, scans the image, then develops a precise physiological program with 
which to work on the holographic image of person he is focusing on. Because the 
person and the holographic image are connected, the healing program reaches 
person. He then sends the holographic program to his client.  He says “I believe it is 
not the hologram per se that heals but the thought or program contained within it.  
We know that the body can respond to a program and/or a thought.” 
 
I asked Robert more questions about himself, and how the technique worked. Robert 
was a practicing attorney for 20 years in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States, 
and he worked as a State’s Attorney. However, as the years went by he looked for 
an alternative profession.  
 
 
 
 
Robert, what is it that you claim to do with regard to individual healing? 
I do a type of hands-off energy healing exclusively using the power of the mind via 
thought. The work entails the ability to “see” into the body to locate pathology and the 
determination of the primary cause of health problems. Healing is accomplished by using 
the power of the mind to activate, program and direct the energetic forces of nature. The 
work is equally effective in person or at a distance. 
 
What led you to your career change from a practicing attorney to a healer? 
 I attended a lecture by an energy healer and was impressed. I found I could help others 
using some of the techniques presented. I studied many forms of energy healing including 
Reiki, Polarity Therapy, Pranic Healing, Craniosacral Therapy and the Rubenfeld 
Synergy Method. The later was a 3 year program combining the Feldenkrais Method, 
Alexander Technique and Gestalt Therapy.  
 



I abandoned my legal career and moved to California to develop as a healer  Eventually I 
created my own system of healing and was hired by the respected body/mind school in 
San Francisco to present a 2 year training program in my method. Prior to the start of my 
program I met Russian physicist and healer Nicolai Levashov. His scientifically based 
healing system so eclipsed my method that I cancelled my training program and became 
his student. 
 
What kind of people present to you as clients? 
I deal primarily with people who have physical ailments but also help those with 
emotional issues. 
 
If somebody approaches you, can you tell me how you diagnose their condition? 
Let’s assume somebody contacts me, either in person or non local over the telephone, 
complaining of arthritis in their knees and hips. I scan the organism with my mind to see 
pathology and then through an analytical process locate the primary cause of the ailment. 
In many, many cases I find the primary cause of arthritis to lie in the kidneys. The 
kidneys are not filtering metabolic toxins correctly so they remain in the blood. The brain 
wants to clean the blood and deposits the toxins in joints where there is room. This makes 
the joint fluids more viscous and arthritis results. 
 
What is it that you see? 
Seeing is getting information. It is not necessarily visual. When I scan I can program my 
brain to show me pathological areas in black. Or I may just viscerally detect pathology. I 
will feel some kind of resistance where there is a health problem. 
 
 
How do you treat someone once you have scanned them and you know the kidneys 
are the problem? 
I create a holographic image of the person depicting the problem with the kidneys, i.e. the 
filtering membrane is blocked. I then develop and test a program to unblock the 
membrane. I will use my thoughts to send the tested holographic program to the person to 
unblock their kidneys. I can observe how effective the program is in healing their 
arthritis. 
 
Do you have physical contact with the organism? 
No. All work is done without physical contact, i.e. “off the body” Change on the physical 
level is secondary to and/or a side effect of work on the energetic level. 
 
How do you know your treatment program is correct since you have no formal 
training as a medic? 
I have received training from Nicolai Levashov. Levashov taught his method to 
physicians in Russian medical schools. I took a very intensive and detailed initial training 
program with Levashov in 1992. This was followed up by monthly seminars in San 
Francisco for 14 years until  Levashov returned to Russia in 2006. Further I saw 
Levashov daily individually for over 4 years where he worked on my consciousness and  



ability to do this work. In the monthly seminars among topics discussed were the 
anatomy, physiology and pathology of the body’s organ systems together with case 
studies.  
 
I also would estimate I spent over 5 years on my own studying medical topics. I read 
numerous books. Watched videotapes prepared by doctors and borrowed books from 
medical school libraries. I do believe I spent more time learning medical topics than I 
spent with my legal studies. 
 
I work on the subtle energy level and things are not as complicated there as on the 
physical level. My type of healing does not require all the information a medical student 
receives to be effective. Thought is the only instrument and/or product used with this 
method. 
 
May I ask you something about mechanism, because we seem to have an assumption 
here, that you can see something I cannot. It seems from what you are saying that  
you can see a person’s anatomy and physiology with your mind. What is the 
mechanism you have for that seeing? 
Initially I have been trained for over 15 years and learning to see is an ongoing process. 
The way I understand this is the eyes are only receptors. It is the visual center of the brain 
that sees. Light and/or photons are received by the eye, converted to a chemical signal, 
sent to the optic nerve where the signal is converted to electricity, sent to the visual centre 
in the back of the brain where the signal is converted back to chemistry and an image 
results. Obviously this is quite complicated and perhaps a trifle limited. One aspect of the 
training I received was to develop additional receptors that can send information directly 
to the visual centre of the brain. That lets me see on other levels. I should add seeing 
improves as one develops spiritually. 
 
 
I can understand how you can work when there is someone in front of you as there 
may be signs you pick up. How do you work remotely? How do you work when 
someone is not present in the room with you? 
I work with people over the telephone. From their voice and/or that energetic contact I 
can bring up a holographic image of them. I scan and work on the image the same way I 
would as if they were physically present. The work on the holographic image affects the 
person the same as if they were in front of me. 
 
If I were to be skeptical, how do I know you are not simply imagining things? 
People can feel the change. Last night a woman called with severe abdominal pain. When 
I worked she felt the area get warm and the pain sensation leave so she knew I helped. I 
work with many young children who improve and are not aware I am treating them. 
 
What is the mechanism that creates change? 
I transmit a precise program to the person I am working with. My training has enhanced 
the capacity of my thoughts, like a magnification effect. I believe thought to be a 



substance that can influence. Scientists at the PEAR laboratory at Princeton University 
claim their studies show thought can influence a random event generator.1 

 
If someone had a chronic condition, would they be able to use their own thoughts to 
heal themselves? 
In most cases healing requires an external force to make significant change. One’s  
thoughts are part of the disease process. It is the precision of the program that creates 
positive change. This can change every session. Also many chronic conditions involve 
the autonomic nervous system and I don’t know that thought can have any effect here. So 
I would say it is highly unlikely our own thoughts can heal chronic conditions. 
 
Your website2 states this technique involves molecular biology and quantum 
physics. Can you explain how these are used? 
I am able to scan the cell itself and see and work with its constituent organelles. This 
becomes relevant quite frequently and particularly when working with viruses. 
Traditional medicine finds the virus hard to eliminate. They are very tiny and enter the 
cells protein creating apparatus. They then program the cell to create more of them. I can 
locate virus’s in the cell and once located create a program to eliminate them.  
 
How does quantum physics come into this? You also mention this on your website? 
I don’t mean to imply I have the detailed knowledge a trained physicist or molecular 
biologist has. That degree of knowledge is not necessary to use this healing system 
effectively. This is quite similar to what I said earlier about my training as compared to a 
medical student. Things are not as complicated on the levels I work on. 
 
Insofar as quantum physics is concerned I was trained by Nicolai Levashov who has a 
graduate degree in theoretical physics from Kharkov University in Russia.. Levashov 
created this entire system of work himself. Quantum physics talks of subtle energy. This 
is what I primarily work with. 
 
Levashov theorizes a cosmology at variance with traditional views. He believes there is a 
primary matter in nature. Further he theorizes space is anisotropic not isotropic,i.e. not 
uniform and/or homogenous in all directions. Space has peaks and valleys or depressions. 
My understanding is that when the depression reaches a certain mathematical depth this 
“pulls in” primary matter, like gravity. Matter then interacts and merges creating 
electrons and ultimately universes and life. Energy release is a by-product of this 
interaction. An American M.D.,Ph.D. has written a very thorough and detailed article 
outlining Levashov’s cosmology and other topics covered in this interview.3 
 
I believe these principles are relevant to the way I work. As I understand it the programs I 
work with make a depression in the primary matter. This results in an energy flow that I 
send to my clients. This is where the energy I work with comes from.   
 
One of the other things you said on your website is that people don’t have to have a 
belief system for your healing to work. This sounds like a belief system itself. 



The energetic program works at a deeper level than peoples conscious thoughts. So a 
belief system isn’t relevant. However, if somebody absolutely doesn’t believe in what I 
do it makes the work more difficult. Most likely they will block the perception of change. 
I invite people to receive what I do and observe. 
 
What kind of indicators of effectiveness are you aware of? 
I have received written testimonials from physicians and their families whom I have 
worked with.4 

 
I worked with a woman who had a herniated cervical disc. Surgery was scheduled. I 
worked with her prior to the surgery and her pain disappeared. She had a subsequent MRI 
and it showed the disc had moved sufficiently into place for the neurologist to cancel 
surgery.5 

 
I recently had a case of a man suffering from atrial fibrillation. I worked with him and the 
fibrillation left. He went back to his doctor at the University of Pennsylvania Medical 
School. They did an EKG and it showed normal. The doctor was absolutely stunned and 
said to my client “this is the first normal EKG you have had in 7 years”. 6 

 
With your heart patient how did you actually effect the treatment? 
 
My scan showed the atrial fibrillation was being caused by an imbalance in the 
autonomic nervous system signaling mechanism. I set up a program to correct that. I 
create a holographic image of the ideal signaling mechanism for this person and then   
conform his impaired system to the ideal. This is the program I used in his case. 
 
Can you give us another example of how you create a program? 
Yes, this case is somewhat dramatic but demonstrates several important principles. I 
worked with a 21 year old college student who contacted malaria while exchanging in 
Ghana. He was placed in a hospital in Ghana and contacted other infections. Rendered 
unconscious he was airlifted to San Francisco State hospital in the USA. He was in 
intensive care for about 5 weeks and remained unconscious. The doctors called the family 
together and informed them the infections were resistant to the drugs being administered 
and they really had no other treatment. At this point I was contacted to see if I could help. 
 
I was in San Francisco at the time and was able to see him once. This was sufficient to 
later create a workable holographic image. I also work from photographs. I worked very 
intensely for about 10 days, several times a day. The doctors then informed the family 
“we don’t know how to explain it but he has turned a corner”. Work continued for several 
more months with a result of 100% recovery. The student was conscious and aware of my 
work in the later stages of treatment. 
 
The first step was to locate and identify the infecting agents. Here there were several 
strands of bacteria. The program to eliminate them entailed stopping and/or blocking the 
energy producing apparatus of the bacteria. They perished and the boy recovered. I also 



had to rebuild affected body systems. The program for this was again conforming 
existing to ideal. 
 
Work here was done while I was in Los Angeles and the boy in San Francisco. A distance 
of about 400 miles. He was unconscious so there was little if any possibility of the 
placebo effect. All work was accomplished without medication using only the power of 
the mind via thought.7 
 
 

Do you think there is some way you would be able to work with general 
practitioners or hospital doctors in the UK? 
Certainly, I would be willing to help any way I can. I could scan patients and inform 
doctors of what I believe to be the causative factors. This could be tested and a data base  
established. New and informative research could then be effectuated. 
 
What comes to mind is meniere’s disease. This is a hearing problem where symptoms can 
involve tinnitus, vertigo and hearing loss. It is quite debilitating. Traditional medicine in 
many cases has no treatment and people are told they have to live with the problem. My 
work experience is the problem usually comes from infections in the inner ear that result 
in the ear fluid becoming too viscous. This viscosity stimulates the local hair cells 
constantly and produces tinnitus, hearing loss, etc. Help requires eliminating the infection 
and replacing the fluid. Knowing the cause of this ailment would lead to directed research 
and perhaps a traditional cure. 
 
Diabetes may be a better example. According to Levashov the majority of cases of this 
disease are caused by infections in the liver. When we examine the body’s sugar control 
system we see the liver’s job is to remove glucose from the blood and store it in its cells. 
These cells are impaired therefore don’t perform their task fully and we get a high blood 
sugar count. Eliminating the infection and its effects on the liver would then eliminate the 
high blood sugar reading. If this proves to be correct many lives could be saved. 
 
What other ways might you work with GP’s on chronic cases? 
It is difficult to know at this point. Perhaps I could be of help where treatment reaches an 
impasse. 
 
Would you be willing for a doctor or researcher from the Science and Medical 
Network to contact you and test your work? 
Yes. 
 
Could I ask you if there’s any way your work could have an effect on more global 
issues like climate change or the earth’s resources? 
Yes, just as the mind can influence human tissue so can it influence nature and its forces. 
Nicolai Levashov has performed ground breaking work with weather control8 and plant 
growth.9 

 
What are the wider implications of this work? 



I think we have to start with Levashov’s cosmological theories. The widespread 
knowledge of the existence of a primary matter in an anisotropic universe will lead to 
changes in our basic thinking. In an anisotropic universe change, growth and 
development are ongoing and natural processes. This information will filter down and 
should lead to increased freedom and less control of thought and action on our planet. 
 
The next concept is the power of human thought. I do not think it far-fetched for people 
to develop a greater pride in themselves and their significance. Life would become much 
more meaningful when people are aware they are able to influence external events with 
their minds. Cosmic connectedness would be part of the fabric of our society. 
 
I believe the spirit of cooperation as opposed to competition is a fundamental expression 
of nature. Cosmic connectedness thus will lead to a major shift in spirituality on our 
planet. Responsibility and brotherhood will become the norm. We can truly evolve as a 
planet.  
 
Isn’t this just wishful thinking? 
No, I don’t think so. If proven correct the theory behind this work definitely has the 
potential to change life on our planet. I would think there must be a reason this 
information is available at this time on our planet. 
 
 
Will others develop the ability to heal and/or is there a way for more people to be 
trained in this method? 
Many people will develop the ability to heal as  Levashov’s  information is spread. I am 
reminded of the book “Mutant Message” by Marlo Morgan. The author was invited on a 
walkabout with aborigines in Australia. She had a detailed first hand look at their society. 
Every person’s unique talent was discovered and developed. One person could locate 
water, another cook, another heal, etc. Each contributed his talent to the betterment of the 
whole. I suspect so will things develop on our planet when the fetters on our minds are 
loosened. 
 
Training in this method requires a total shift in one’s thinking. This was a long and very 
arduous process for me. Levashov has trained thousands of children in this method. Their 
minds were easier to work with. I do not know all their abilities but I imagine some will 
soon be available to train others. Certainly they will be available to heal and pass the 
information on. 
 
 
Has anyone ever been skeptical of your work? 
This is a brand new way of thinking and clearly outside many people’s belief systems. It 
is difficult for anybody to conceive of this type of work considering our education and 
training. It was hard for me when I met Levashov. I remember Levashov saying in class 
we can’t say something is impossible as we don’t know what is possible. I never try to 
convince anyone of anything. I use my energy to help and to heal.  
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